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A law firm specializing in cryptocurrency and digital assets is seeking legal certainty that the Ether digital asset is
not a security, as well as damages from the SEC for “purposeful delay and obfuscation.”

A tiny law firm in Southern California has thrown the gauntlet at the SEC, alleging the agency has engaged in
“intentional, weaponized ambiguity” relating to digital assets. In a recently filed complaint, Hodl Law is seeking
declaratory relief relating to the Ether digital asset and Ethereum network. The complaint also seeks damages
and other relief (Hodl Law, PLLC v. SEC, November 21, 2022).

Underdog challenges SEC. Hodl Law is run by attorney Fred Rispoli and bills itself as “a law firm dedicated to
the unique issues of digital assets and cryptocurrency.” (“Hodl” is crypto slang for “hold on for dear life.”).

According to the complaint, Hodl Law’s practice of law relating to digital assets and cryptocurrencies “involves
utilizing digital assets and cryptocurrencies.” Specifically, the firm itself “transacts on the Ethereum Network and
utilizes the Ether DCU [digital currency unit] for a variety of use cases.”

Hodl Law contends it exists in a constant state of uncertainty as to the legal state of Ether DCU and the
Ethereum Network under the federal securities laws. The firm says it along with thousands of members of the
public have sent inquiries explicitly asking the SEC its position on the security status of the Ethereum Network
and the Ether digital coin unit (DCU), but the SEC has refused to state its official position.

According to the complaint, there are millions of users on the Ethereum Network and the network’s market
capitalization is “in the hundreds of billions of dollars.”

“Weaponized ambiguity.” Hodl Law says the SEC has “purposefully refused” to provide assurances that the
SEC will not prosecute the firm for its use of the Ethereum Network and Ether DCU. As a result, Hodl Law fears it
is at risk of SEC enforcement action for engaging in the sale of unregistered securities.

According to the firm, keeping crypto users in the dark is a deliberate SEC strategy to give the agency “maximum
prosecutorial discretion.” The complaint points to a public statement by Valerie Szczepanik, former senior
adviser for digital assets and innovation, that “putting out specific releases about hypothetical situations … would
probably create a road map to get around it.”

The firm states that over fourteen years, the SEC has refused to identify more than one digital asset that it
believes is a security prior to initiating enforcement actions. Instead, the SEC stakes positions in its enforcement
claims.

For example, in July 2022, the SEC brought an enforcement action alleging that three employees at the
cryptocurrency trading platform Coinbase Global, Inc., engaged in insider trading. The SEC alleged that seven
DCUs were “crypto asset securities”: AMP, RLY, XYT, RGT, LCX, POWR, DFX, and KROM. According to Hodl
Law, the SEC never once asserted to the investing public that it believed these DCUs were securities under
federal law until it launched the enforcement action—even though the DCUs had existed and traded on the
market for one to five years.

Ambiguity on Ethereum. The firm points to statements by SEC officials specifically about Ether and Ethereum
that could leave room for interpretation. According to the complaint:
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• William Hinman, former director of the Division of Corporate Finance, stated in a speech in June
2018 that “based on my understanding of the present state of Ether, the Ethereum [N]etwork and its
decentralized structure, current offers and sales of Ether are not securities transactions.”

• The following day, Hinman said in a CNBC interview that “When we look at Ether and the highly
decentralized nature of the networks we don’t see a third party promoter where applying the disclosure
regime would make a lot of sense. So we’re comfortable . . . viewing these as items that don’t have to be
regulated as securities.”

• Former SEC Chair Jay Clayton refused on multiple occasions—when directly asked—to state whether
the SEC believed the Ethereum Network or Ether DCU are securities or investments contracts. However,
Clayton said at subsequent public events that Hinman’s speech provided the SEC’s guidance to the
public.

• Current SEC Chair Gary Gensler has not publicly disclosed whether Defendant considers the Ethereum
Network and Ether DCU to be securities or investment contracts—despite being directly asked
numerous times. However, Gensler has “hinted” that he believes the Ethereum Network and Ether DCU
are securities under the Securities Act.

This alleged lack of certainty could leave Ether DCU users in a sticky spot if the SEC were to decide it is a
security or investment contract.

Relief sought. The complaint seeks the following relief:

• A declaratory ruling that engaging in transactional activities on the Ethereum Network using the Ether
DCU does not implicate the Securities Act of 1933, 15 U.S.C. § 77a et seq.;

• Damages in an amount to be determined;
• Equitable, injunctive, and/or declaratory relief as may be appropriate including, but not limited to,

rescission, restitution, and disgorgement;
• Plaintiff costs and fees, including attorneys’ fees;
• Other legal, equitable or further relief as the court may deem just and proper.

The complaint seeks a jury trial.

This is case No. 3:22-cv-01832-BEN-JLB.

Attorneys: Frederick A. Rispoli (Hodl Law, PLLC).
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